
also includes google slides 

Special Ed



These word family units
are something I created
and started using in my

classroom.  I  had students
with significant

challenges and most were
non-readers. We spent

one week per word family.



This unit comes with
enough activities to last
one week or more.  Most
activities are in print and
digital formats.



This unit has a detailed
lesson plan with individual
and group activities to last
a week.



This unit comes with a
vocabulary board.  

 
Vocabulary boards are great

for ALL students to assist with
participation and engagement

in group discussions.
 

Tips on how to use included in
the unit!!



This unit comes with a
book for that word family.  

It has photos and simple,
repeatable text.  

 
Each daily lesson is started

with this book.



If you do not want to print
the book out, there is a link to

a movie version (mp4 file)
that you can play in a google
slide online or project.  It is

read aloud and has automatic
page advancement.



There are flash cards
included that have either

photos or picture symbols. 
 Suggestions for activities

are included.



Each unit comes with a circle
map that comes with 2 choices:

An errorless option with only
correct answers

An option that has wrong
answers mixed in students will
need to set aside.

There are photos and picture
symbols included.



There is a  sorting activity. 
 It has students sort words
that do and do not contain
that word family.

Directions for
differentiation are included.



There are several matching
activities.  One matches
photos to picture symbols
or picture symbols to
picture symbols.



The other matching
activity uses words.
Students will match the
identical words or word to
picture.



Students will practice
circling the correct spelling
of each word.  Includes 2
worksheets.



Students will fill in the
missing letters of the
words.  Includes 2
worksheets.



Students will find the
best word to finish each
sentence.  Includes 2
worksheets.



Each unit has a writing
prompt using words from
that word family.  This is
an errorless activity.



Finally, there is a spelling
test to review the words
covered in the unit.



movie version of book read aloud
circle map
Sorting activity
MAtching activities
Circle the correct spelling
Fill in missing letters
Choose best word to finish sentence
writing prompt

 

digital activities



Students can watch the
movie the book read
aloud.



Each activity is set up so
students can click and
drag answers.   For one
activity (missing letters)
there is the option to type
or drag letters.



The second set of slides uses
color for differentiation and
extra support for students
who may need it.  Mix and
match slides from both sets
to make the perfect set for
each student.



I realize there will be some
students out there unable
to do cutting activities.  I
have a blog post with ways
to complete activities
without a pair of scissors!!

Click Here to read more!!

https://specialneedsforspecialkids.org/2020/04/27/no-scissors-allowed/

